Abstract. Aiming at the algorithm of the enemy missile incoming area in surface warship air defense operations, this paper sets up the algorithm coordinate system, and distinguishes the position situation of both parties. Based on these, the paper defines the regional shape of the missile attack area, and establishes the calculation method. At last, it develops a demonstration verification program and supplies the application examples in various cases. The missile attack area can be calculated accurately with this algorithm, so it is able to effectively assist the commander to form scientific air defense plans.
Introduction
In surface warship air defense operations, the main air threats for our surface warship are from the incoming ship-to-ship missiles launched by surface warships, submarine-to-ship missiles launched by submarines, and shore-to-ship missiles launched by coastal missile forces. In response to the threat, our party may adopt the following air defense operations mode: Resisting the attack ship-to-ship/ submarine-to-ship/ shore-to-ship missiles with regional or close range air defense ships. This paper focuses on determining the enemy missile attack area, which is a key issue for air defense modes. The enemy missile attack area refers to the possible flight area for the enemy missiles when using ship-toship/ submarine-to-ship/ shore-to-ship missiles to carry out attacks. Our party must accurately grasp the enemy missile attack area as preplanning the air defense and making emergency decisions, so as to carry out effective defense demand analysis and force assignment, and form scientific resistance plans.
Algorithm coordinate system
Mastering the projection of the missile incoming area on the sea surface is adequate to formulate air defense operations plan in practice, so the plane rectangular coordinate system is established. The initial condition is that the location of our surface warship is Point , and the enemy surface warship/submarine/coastal missile force locates in Point , with a distance of in between. The enemy missile's maximum firing range is , and the minimum distance of the terminal route is . As is shown in Figure 1 
Auxiliary ellipse and position situation
When the enemy launches ship-to-ship/ submarine-toship/ shore-to-ship missiles to attack our surface warship, the missile incoming area gets to the maximum on condition that the enemy missile's route is programmed to have one turn. Therefore, the auxiliary Ellipse is established, the focus is , , and the length of the long axis is . The shadow part in Figure 2 is the missile incoming area , which should meet the following conditions at the same time. First, being inside or on the Ellipse . Second, the enemy missiles do not reverse the flight during the attack, that is, Area is excluded. Third, the distance of the enemy missile's terminal route is not smaller than . Therefore, is:
Of which is the area formed by the Segment and the Arc . is a Sector, with Point and Point as the extreme points of the arc, and Point as the center.
Therefore, establish the equations of Circle and Ellipse , and calculate the coordinates of Point , Point , Point and Point , so that the missile incoming area can be obtained. 
Calculation of the missile incoming area

Case 2 ( ) algorithm
Description of the missile incoming area
As in Figure 3 , the auxiliary Ellipse in Case 2 is established. The text of your paper should be formatted as follows: The shadow part in Figure 3 is the enemy missile incoming area , which should meet the following conditions simultaneously. First, being inside or on the Ellipse . Second, the enemy missiles do not reverse the flight during the attack, that is, Area is excluded. Third, the area is excluded. Therefore, is 
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II. Coordinates of Point and Point
Refer to the calculation formula of Case 1.
Application example of the enemy missile incoming area
In order to test the algorithm of enemy missile incoming area, a demonstration verification program is developed using Qt. It can be used to calculate the missile incoming area under various combinations of maximum range of the enemy ship-to-ship/ submarine-to-ship/ shore-to-ship missiles, the minimum distance of the terminal route, and distance between both parties.
Here is a set of assumed numeric values for calculating the missile incoming area in various cases. It is known that the position of our surface warship is Point ; the position of the enemy surface warship/ submarine/ coastal missile force is Point ; the maximum range of the enemy ship-to-ship/ submarineto-ship/ shore-to-ship missile is 520km. The minimum distance of the terminal route is 90km, corresponding to case 1 and case 2. Assume that the distances between the enemy and our party are 480km, 380km and 300km, then the missile incoming area , , , are calculated. The gray shadow areas in Figure 4 -6 are the missile incoming area. 
Conclusion
Aiming at the algorithm of the enemy missile incoming area in surface warship air defense operations, this paper carries out military requirement analysis, algorithm coordinate system establishment and classification of position situation of both parties. On this basis, it describes the shapes of the enemy missile incoming area in various cases, and sets up the corresponding calculation model. Finally, a demonstration verification program is developed and the calculation examples in various cases are given. The algorithm put forward in this paper, which is able to accurately calculate the shape of the enemy missile incoming area, can be directly used as the basis for the analysis of air defense operations requirement and the assignment of forces. Besides, this algorithm will become an important function point of the operational planning software to effectively assist the commander to form scientific air defense plans.
